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Once upon a time in Korea there lived a young man named Chiwon. He and his family lived in a simple,

small village. No one in Chiwon's village was very poor, but neither were they very rich, or powerful.

But there was one way to become rich and powerful, back in those days in Korea. You could take the test, or

imperial examination, called "kwago" or "gwageo." In Korean, it is written like this:

과거

Now, the kwago was not a test like you may have read about in Greek mythology, where the gods give the

hero some impossible task to perform, and he does it. No, the kwago was a real-life test, taken by real people

just like you and me. If you passed the kwago, you could get a "big" job with lots of power that paid well.

What kinds of jobs were these? Well, in those days, Korea was ruled by an imperial dynasty. Dynasties have

kings, queens, emperors, and other royalty, but those people do not do the work. They employ other people to

run things: for example to carry out the emperor's instructions, to boss people around, to collect money and

also to spend it, or to settle disputes if people in a village disagree about something. And to act as judges in

case anyone broke the laws.

You can see that people doing this kind of work should be smart, and just as importantly, they should be wise,

hard-working, and fair.

This was the purpose of the kwago. It mostly tested how well you knew the Chinese classical literature. Even

though this was Korea and people spoke Korean, the Koreans at that time revered the Chinese classics as

ultimate sources of wisdom, and instructions for governing well. The classic Chinese books and scrolls taught

how a person in power should behave, and how to decide things. So if you wanted to get a government job,

you had to know the Chinese classics. To prove that you did, you had to pass the kwago.

It was a very big deal even to take the test; few people could even try. First, you had to be smart enough to

learn classical literature in a foreign language, which is not at all easy. It took a lot of studying - years of hard

work. And, your family had to have enough spare food to feed you while you studied all those years, plus

money to pay teachers. Also you had to be male - women were not allowed to take the kwago, nor to hold any

of these powerful, important, "big" jobs.

Still, despite all the diffficulty, if a boy seemed to be particularly smart, sometimes his family would try to

educate him. Sometimes even a whole village would pitch in, contributing money so that he could study. The

villagers knew that if he did really well on the kwago, he would get one of those good jobs, and he would then

help his whole village.

And this is what happened to Chiwon, the young man in this story. As a boy Chiwon had studied hard and

learned the Chinese classics. When he grew up he got married to a beautiful young woman named Yoon, all

the time still studying. And then came the day when he went off to Seoul, the capital city of Korea, to take the

kwago examination.

Now Chiwon was smart enough to study the classics but he was not so very practical. He was what we call



"absent-minded" which means that he forgot things rather easily. Yoon, his young and pretty wife, wanted him

to bring something back from Seoul for her. She thought she would like a pretty comb for her hair; she had

seen pretty combs and knew that they looked nice in pretty hair like hers. But how to get Chiwon, her

husband, to remember? Yoon did not know how to read or write, so she couldn't write him a note. She thought

about this for a long time.

Finally Yoon had an idea. She asked her husband:

"Honorable Husband, when you are in Seoul, think of me from time to time, and when you do,

look up at the moon. Let the moon remind you of me, and also may it remind you that I would

like you to buy me a comb for my hair, and bring it back to me."

Maybe this does not make a lot of sense to you but in those days, when most people could neither read nor

write, memory was really important. So sometimes people used "memory tricks" like this. We do similar

things nowadays. For example sometimes people tie a string around their finger to remind them to do

something. The string itself doesn't tell them what to do - it's just to remind them. And Yoon hoped that the

moon would do the same thing for Chiwon.

When Chiwon got to Seoul he found there many wonderful things he had never seen before. There were very

many people; even some from other lands! Chiwon had never imagined that there could be so many people.

And there were lots of things to see and do - entertainers, music, art, beautiful places, and very many shops to

buy all sorts of things you could not find in Chiwon's village. There were also shops that sold books but

Chiwon stayed away from those - he had had enough of reading for the time being. He spent his time enjoying

the fascinating, new things that he had never seen before.

One day, when he was not taking the examinations (for they lasted for several days), Chiwon went out

shopping. He was looking through the things for sale in a store and he remembered that his wife Yoon had

asked him to buy her something. Chiwon loved Yoon very much and he thought she was very beautiful, so he

wanted to buy her something. Unfortunately he could not remember what Yoon had asked him for. But he did

remember her asking him to look up at the moon. So he did. But try as he might, even looking at the moon, he

just couldn't remember that Yoon had asked him to buy her a pretty comb for her pretty hair.

But then, looking back down at the things for sale in the shop, he saw a curious round thing that reminded him

of the moon. It was a small shiny object. He picked it up and looked at it, or as we would say, looked into it,

for it was a mirror. But he had never seen a mirror before in his whole life, nor ever even heard of such a

thing. So he was surprised to see his own face looking back at him. Now, you might wonder, how did he even

know it was his own face, since he had never seen it? Well, he figured it out. He was smart, remember?

Sometimes when washing up, looking down into the wash basin, he had seen his own reflection. That looked

kind of like this, but that was distorted, and this was clear, bright, and sharp.

Chiwon was enchanted by this mysterious object, which seemed like magic to him, and more than a little

scared of it. He bought it and hid it away carefully, wary of its magic powers. And after the kwago, when he

returned to his little village, he kept it hidden away, in the bottom drawer of the little wooden chest he had. He

did not show it to anyone. He kept it secret from his family and from the other villagers.

But it is not so very easy to keep secrets from your family or your small village. In fact it can be impossible.

And so it happened to Chiwon - his secret got out.

Though Chiwon kept the mirror hidden away, each morning he would take it out and look at it. Chiwon's wife



Yoon noticed this and began to wonder what was going on. Whatever it was, Chiwon would gaze at it,

sometimes sighing, sometimes giggling or make faces, and, apparently, marveling at whatever it was. Yoon

could not tell just what this small shiny thing was but it was clearly very interesting.

Of course Yoon became very curious. So one day when Chiwon went out, Yoon looked inside the drawer and

found the small shiny object. She looked into it and was immediately shocked and scared, and more than a

little bit outraged, for she saw there a very attractive but perplexed young woman. Whoever that pretty young

woman was, she was clearly not expecting to see Yoon! She must be looking for Chiwon and wondering

where he was! This was a terrible thought and Yoon could not really believe her eyes. She wondered "Am I

seeing things?" and she peeked into the mirror again. And there was that same attractive young woman,

looking a bit angry this time. Yoon became enraged with jealousy. She ran to her mother-in-law and showed

her the mirror, crying out in her grief: "Honorable Mother, my husband has a young mistress!" Normally Yoon

would not say just "my husband" but instead "my Honorable Husband," but she was not feeling like that just

now. And she burst into tears.

Now, Chiwon's mother could not really believe that her son had brought home another woman. She said to

Yoon, "There must be some mistake. Where is this other woman?" Yoon handed her the mirror and pointed to

it. Confused, Chiwon's mother tried to figure out what this strange shiny thing was, or did. She moved it

around, looked in to it, and finally, saw there a wrinkled old woman staring at her! "Dear, where is that

attractive mistress you were talking about? All I see is a granny visiting us from a neighboring village!"

Meanwhile, Yoon's father-in-law heard all the fuss coming from the women's quarters and he wanted to know

what it was all about. He took the looking glass and looked into it. He didn't see any old woman. Nor did he

see an attractive young woman. What he saw was an old man. And this old man looked just like his own

father (that is, Chiwon's grandfather), who had died  many years ago. So Chiwon's father immediately knelt

down on the floor and said with great reverence: "Dear late Father, what unhappiness brought you back as a

ghost? Have I done anything to make you restless?" And he stayed on his knees and bowed and bowed over

and over again, showing his respect and obedience. He was very worried. It is not a good idea to upset the

dead, or to dishonor your own father, disturbing his rest.

Yoon was dumbfounded by all this. She was sure she had seen a pretty young woman. So what was her father-

in-law doing? And what had her mother-in-law been talking about? Puzzled and perplexed, she took back the

mirror and looked into it, again. And she was right! There was that young, beautiful mistress again! Yoon was

infuriated! She yelled and stormed and ranted and screamed at the mistress. And all the time the mistress was

mocking her, mimicking her with hateful contorted face and twisted lips! Yoon grew angrier and more

distraught and finally got so emotional that she flung the mirror aside.

A boy who happened to be passing by heard all of this commotion and wondered what was going on. He had

been standing in the doorway, holding some rice cakes that he had. He picked up the mirror with one hand and

looked into it. There was a boy holding out rice cakes! Eager to accept this offer, the boy reached out to take

them. To his surprise, the other boy, instead of offering his own rice cakes, reached out to grab! The boy did

not want to lose his rice cakes and he ran out into the street, clutching his rice cakes in one hand and the

mirror in the other, crying out loud. A man passing by, who knew the boy (everyone in the village knew

everyone else) wondered what was wrong. "What is the matter?" he asked, and the boy just kept wailing, and

pointed to the mirror. Guessing that somebody or something was being mean to the boy, the man was ready to

defend him. For people in a village look after one another. Now, what do you suppose the man saw when he

looked into the mirror? He saw a big guy with a threatening expression on his face. "Who are you, you big

ugly bully, who threatens and bothers this boy!?" shouted the man. This attracted a lot of attention and pretty



soon everyone was running around confused.

As the commotion grew louder, Chiwon heard it and came running back home. This sort of thing didn't

happen in his house, or even in his village very often. "What is going on?" he asked. Everyone told their story

at once. But despite all the confusion Chiwon was able to figure out more or less what had happened. He

wanted to calm everyone down but they were too upset to listen to any explanations about mysterious shiny

objects they had never seen before and did not understand. So Chiwon looked for the mirror, figuring he

would just show it to them, and show them how it worked, and what it did. But where was it? Chiwon could

not see it. It had gotten passed and flung around by many people, and things were quite confused, and nobody

seemed to know.

Since the main thing the mirror had done, was to cause a lot of confusion and excitement, Chiwon tried to find

it by going to the various sobbing, angry, bowing people. None of them had it.

Then Chiwon noticed a small girl off to the side, just standing there with a happy smile on her face. Chiwon

realized that she was the only person who was not upset. He asked her "Have you seen the magic mirror that

shows people?" Now, the little girl did not know the word "mirror," but this is how small children learn new

words, and she understood what Chiwon meant. So she nodded her head, and pulled the mirror out of her

sleeve. She took one last look at the mirror and smiled at it one last time, and then she held it out to Chiwon.

Chiwon reached out to take the mirror, but as he did so, he saw reflected in it all those other people, upset and

ranting and acting kind of crazy. And at the same time he was still seeing the little girl, so happy and calm.

She was not at all deranged or upset.

Chiwon thought about the situation for a couple of seconds.

Then he handed the mirror back to the girl, and said to her, "keep it."

And she did.

Note: there are many versions of this old Korean folk tale. Besides online versions, this tale has been made by

Mirra Ginsburg and Margot Zemach into a children's book titled The Chinese Mirror, and by Alison Helfer

and Johanna van der Sterre into one titled The Mirror: a Korean Folktale. A version of this story appears in

Robert Fisher's book Stories for Thinking. None of these versions was used as source for this retelling.

This text adapted and retold by Leo Heska; some original text by Leo Heska.
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